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Introduction {#sec1}
============

COVID-19 was declared a pandemic by the World Health Organization, caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). Respiratory failure is the most common mortality outcome in COVID-19 patients, yet serious and even fatal manifestations are seen across multiple organ systems, including the brain ([@bib15]; [@bib32]) and gastrointestinal tract ([@bib12]). In one retrospective study of more than 400 COVID-19 patients, nearly 20% had suffered in-hospital cardiac injury, which was a significant independent risk factor for mortality ([@bib37]). Nearly 25% of patients have gastrointestinal manifestations including anorexia, diarrhea, vomiting, and abdominal pain, and these symptoms are associated with worse COVID-19 outcomes ([@bib31]). A recent clinical study among 7,300 COVID-19 patients also showed a strong correlation between poor COVID-19 outcomes and type 2 diabetes ([@bib55]). Recent clinical studies suggest that diabetes is not only a risk factor for severe COVID-19 disease, but also that SARS-CoV-2 infection can induce new-onset diabetes ([@bib3]).

Currently, there are no vaccines or effective treatment options for COVID-19 due to limited knowledge of SARS-CoV-2 viral biology. Most current studies are based on clinical data, immortalized cell lines, or transgenic animals that express the human SARS viral entry receptor, ACE2. Unfortunately, these *in vitro* (e.g., African green monkey Vero cells or human cancer cell lines) and *in vivo* (e.g., mice engineered to express ACE2) models are sufficiently distinct from human biology that they are unlikely to capture key aspects of viral infection and virus-host interactions. Several human cancer lines, including A549, Calu3, HFL (lung adenocarcinoma), Caco2 (colorectal adenocarcinoma), Huh7 (hepatocellular adenocarcinoma), HeLa (cervical adenocarcinoma), 293T (embryonic kidney), U251 (glioblastoma), and RD (rhabdomyosarcoma) have been used to study SARS-CoV-2 infection and for drug evaluation ([@bib7]; [@bib16]; [@bib30]; [@bib36]; [@bib45]). However, many human organs and tissues contain multiple cell types and ACE2, the putative receptor of SARS-CoV-2, is heterogeneously expressed in different cell types. Thus, using cancer cell lines might fail to appreciate the different cell types affected by SARS-CoV-2 infection. In addition, most of these human cancer cell lines carry tumor-associated mutations, such as P53 mutations. P53 has been shown to regulate SARS-CoV replication, which raises concern for how these cancer cell lines recapitulate the viral biology of SARS-CoV-2 in normal non-transformed cells ([@bib26]). Moreover, certain cell lines (such as Huh7.5) have mutations in genes controlling the innate immune response (a known defect in RIG-I) which may obscure antiviral responses and the subsequent viral life cycle. As these cells are all cancer cell lines, they have maintained their ability to proliferate and often are unpolarized which could impact several components of viral infection. Taken together, it seems likely that these differences from primary cells and tissues will impact their ability to model SARS-CoV-2 infection. As a consequence, there is an urgent need to create models to study SARS-CoV-2 biology using human disease-relevant cells and tissues. A human cell-based platform to study viral tropism would be a first step toward defining cell types permissive to SARS-CoV-2 infection and for modeling COVID-19 disease across multiple organ systems.

Human pluripotent stem cells (hPSCs), including human embryonic stem cells (hESCs) and induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs), can be used to derive functional human cells/tissues/organoids for modeling human disease and drug discovery, including for infectious diseases. For example, hPSC-derived neuronal progenitor cells (hNPCs) and brain organoids were used to study the impact of Zika virus (ZIKV) on human brain development and the mechanistic link between ZIKV infection and microcephaly, as reviewed ([@bib46]). hPSC-derived hNPCs were used to screen for anti-ZIKV drugs and identified emricasan as a pan-caspase inhibitor that protects hNPCs, in addition to cyclin-dependent kinases and niclosamide that inhibit ZIKV replication ([@bib48]). Similarly, we performed a high content screen and identified an anti-ZIKV compound, hippeastrine hydrobromide, that suppressed viral propagation when administered to adult mice with active ZIKV infection, highlighting its therapeutic potential ([@bib53]). Here, we present a platform developed using hPSCs to generate multiple different cell and organoid derivatives representative of all three primary germ layers. We used these to systematically explore the viral tropism of SARS-CoV-2 and cellular responses to infection.

Results {#sec2}
=======

Evaluation of ACE2 Expression across a Spectrum of hPSC-Derived Cells and Organoids {#sec2.1}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We used directed differentiation of hPSCs to generate eight distinct cell types or organoids representing lineages from all three definitive germ layers ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} A). After hPSC differentiation into definitive endoderm (DE), pancreatic and liver cells were generated. For the pancreatic lineage, DE cells were differentiated progressively into pancreatic progenitors and then directed into pancreatic endocrine lineages using a modified strategy from a previously published protocol ([@bib50]) that specifies glucagon^+^ (GCG^+^) pancreatic alpha cells, insulin^+^ (INS^+^) pancreatic beta cells, and somatostatin^+^ (SST^+^) delta cells ([Figures S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A and S2A). The DE cells were otherwise induced using a modification of a previously published approach to differentiate into liver organoids, comprising mainly albumin^+^ (ALB^+^) hepatocytes ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B and S2A).Figure 1ACE2 Expression and Permissiveness of hPSC-Derived Cells and Organoids to SARS-CoV-2 Pseudo-entry Virus(A) Scheme of the hPSC differentiation to eight types of cells or organoids.(B) Confocal imaging of hPSC-derived cells or organoids using antibodies against ACE2 and pancreatic endocrine cell markers (INS and GCG), liver cell marker (ALB), endothelial cell marker (CD31), cardiomyocyte markers (MYH6:mCherry and alpha-Actinin), macrophage marker (CD206), microglia markers (IBA1 and PU.1), cortical neuron marker (beta-III tubulin), and dopaminergic neuron markers (FOXA2 and MAP2). Scale bar represents 25 μm.(C) Luciferase activity of eight types of hPSC-derived cells or organoids either mock or infected with SARS-CoV-2 pseudo-entry virus at 24 hpi (MOI = 0.01). n = 3 independent biological replicates. Data were presented as mean ± STDEV. p values were calculated by unpaired two-tailed Student's t test. ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001.(D) Confocal imaging of eight types of hPSC-derived cells or organoids either mock or infected with SARS-CoV-2 pseudo-entry virus at 24 hpi (MOI = 0.01) for luciferase staining as a measure for pseudo-entry virus infection. Scale bar represents 25 μm.(E) Confocal imaging of hPSC-derived pancreatic endocrine cells infected with SARS-CoV-2 pseudo-entry virus using antibodies against luciferase or pancreatic endocrine cell markers, INS and GCG. Scale bar represents 10 μm.(F) Confocal imaging of hPSC-derived liver organoids infected with SARS-CoV-2 pseudo-entry virus using antibodies against luciferase or hepatocyte cell marker, ALB. Scale bar represents 50 μm.(G) Confocal imaging of hPSC-derived cardiomyocytes infected with SARS-CoV-2 pseudo-entry virus using antibodies against luciferase or cardiomyocyte markers, MYH6:mCherry and alpha-Actinin. Scale bar = 25 μm.(H) Confocal imaging of hPSC-derived microglia infected with SARS-CoV-2 pseudo-entry virus using antibodies against luciferase or microglia marker, IBA1. Scale bar represents 50 μm.(I) Confocal imaging of hPSC-derived endothelial cells infected with SARS-CoV-2 pseudo-entry virus using antibodies against luciferase and endothelial cell marker, CD31. Scale bar represents 25 μm.(J) Confocal imaging of hPSC-derived macrophages infected with SARS-CoV-2 pseudo-entry virus using antibodies against luciferase or macrophage marker, CD206. Scale bar represents 50 μm.(K) Confocal imaging of hPSC-derived dopaminergic neurons infected with SARS-CoV-2 pseudo-entry virus using antibodies against luciferase or dopaminergic neuron marker, MAP2. Scale bar represents 50 μm.(L) Confocal imaging of hPSC-derived cortical neurons infected with SARS-CoV-2 pseudo-entry virus using antibodies against luciferase or cortical neuron marker, beta-III tubulin. Scale bar represents 50 μm.See also [Figures S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Cells committed to mesoderm fate were directed to differentiate into endothelial cells ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C), cardiomyocytes ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D), macrophages ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}E), or microglia ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}F). The endothelial cells stained positively with antibodies recognizing CD31 ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). The cardiomyocytes were derived from an MYH6:mCherry hESC reporter line ([@bib41]) and more than 90% expressed mCherry and stained positively with an antibody recognizing sarcomeric α-Actinin ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). Mesodermal cells were alternatively differentiated progressively to hematopoietic progenitor cells, monocytes, and finally either CD11b^+^/CD206^+^ macrophages or PU.1^+^/IBA1^+^ microglial cells ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A).

Cells initially induced to form ectoderm were differentiated into cortical neurons or dopaminergic neurons using previously reported protocols ([@bib54]). Day 45 cortical neurons stained positively with antibodies against beta III-tubulin, while dopaminergic neurons stained positively with antibodies recognizing the midbrain marker FOXA2 and the neuronal marker MAP2 ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A).

ACE2 is a putative receptor for SARS-CoV-2 infection ([@bib16]). Immunostaining was performed to examine the expression of ACE2 in the spectrum of hPSC-derived cell types. In pancreatic endocrine cells, ACE2 expression was detected readily in GCG^+^ alpha cells and INS^+^ beta cells, but not in SST^+^ delta cells ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B and [S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B). In liver organoids, ACE2 was expressed in most ALB^+^ hepatocytes ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). ACE2 was also expressed in hPSC-derived CD31^+^ endothelial cells, hPSC-derived cardiomyocytes, microglia, CD206^+^ macrophages, and hPSC-derived dopaminergic neurons ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). In contrast, ACE2 expression was detected at relatively low levels in hPSC-derived cortical neurons ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). ACE2 expression was not detected in hPSCs ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C).

Differential Cell Type-Dependent Permissiveness to SARS-CoV-2 Pseudo-entry Virus Infection {#sec2.2}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To determine the relative permissiveness of hPSC-derived cells and organoids to SARS-CoV-2 viral entry, we used a vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV)-based SARS-CoV-2 pseudo-entry virus, for which the backbone was provided by a VSV pseudo-typed ΔG-luciferase virus with the SARS-CoV-2 Spike protein incorporated in the surface of the viral particle instead ([@bib28]; [@bib47]). Pseudo-typed entry viruses based on either a VSV or HIV backbone have been broadly used to study SARS-CoV-2 entry ([@bib30]; [@bib36]) and to evaluate drug candidates ([@bib16]) and neutralizing antibodies ([@bib6]; [@bib23]; [@bib44]). Each of the eight distinct hPSC-derivatives were inoculated with the SARS-CoV-2 pseudo-entry virus and at 24 h post-infection (hpi) analyzed for viral entry based on luciferase activity ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C and [S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D). The results largely correlated with ACE2 expression profiles with a few exceptions. High luciferase (LUC) activity, as a readout for the efficiency of SARS-CoV-2 pseudo-entry virus infection, was readily detected in hPSC-derived pancreatic endocrine cells, liver organoids, cardiomyocytes, and dopaminergic neurons. Relatively low or no LUC levels were found for endothelial cells, microglia, macrophages, or cortical neurons. Time course experiments showed that low LUC activity was not a delayed response, as levels remained comparable at 48 h ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}E). Thus, we focused on 24 hpi for remaining studies. The same cell types that showed high LUC activity stained positively with a LUC antibody ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D). In hPSC-derived pancreatic endocrine cells, LUC expression was detected in GCG^+^ alpha cells and INS^+^ beta cells, but not in SST^+^ delta cells, consistent with ACE2 expression ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E and [S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}F). In liver organoids, LUC expression was detected in ALB^+^ hepatocytes ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}F). LUC was also detected in sarcomeric α-Actinin^+^ cardiomyocytes ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}G). LUC was rarely detected in IBA1^+^ microglial cells ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}H), CD31^+^ endothelial cells ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}I), or CD206^+^ macrophages ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}J). Finally, LUC^+^ cells were detected in hPSC-derived MAP2^+^ and FOXA2^+^ dopaminergic neurons ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}K and [S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}G), but not beta III-tubulin^+^ cortical neurons ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}L).

Adult Human Pancreatic Alpha and Beta Cells Are Permissive to SARS-CoV-2 Pseudo-entry Virus and SARS-CoV-2 Virus Infection {#sec2.3}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Before validating permissiveness of primary human islets to SARS-CoV-2 virus, we used single-cell RNA-sequencing to examine global transcript profiles and to define cell lineages. The data were projected using Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection (UMAP, [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} A). Nine distinct cell types were identified, including acinar, ductal, beta, alpha, mesenchymal, poly-peptide (PP), delta, endothelial, and immune cells ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B and [S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). The expression of unique marker genes, including *PRSS1* (acinar cells), *keratin19/KRT19* (ductal), *INS* (beta cells), *GCG* (alpha cells), *COL1A1* (mesenchymal cells), *PECAM1* (endothelial cells), *TYROBP* (immune cells), *SST* (delta cells), and *PPY* (PP cells), in each cell population confirmed the robustness of the cell type classification strategy ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B). We examined the expression profiles of two factors associated with SARS-CoV-2 infection: the putative receptor *ACE2* and the effector protease *TMPRSS2* ([@bib16]). *ACE2* and *TMPRSS2* were both expressed in acinar cells, ductal cells, beta cells, alpha cells, mesenchymal cells, and endothelial cells ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C and [2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D). Immunohistochemistry further validated that primary human beta cells and alpha cells express ACE2 ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}E). Human primary islets were infected with SARS-CoV-2 virus (USA-WA1/2020, MOI = 0.01) and analyzed at 24 hpi by immunostaining. Both INS^+^ beta cells and GCG^+^ alpha cells ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}F) stained positive for SARS-CoV-2 Spike protein.Figure 2Adult Human Pancreatic Alpha and Beta Cells Express ACE2 and Are Permissive to SARS-CoV-2 Pseudo-entry Virus and SARS-CoV-2 Virus Infection(A) UMAP of adult human islets after single-cell RNA-seq.(B) UMAP of pancreatic cell markers, including *PRSS1, KRT19, INS, GCG, COL1A1, PECAM1, TYROBP, SST*, and *PPY*.(C) UMAP of *ACE2* and *TMPRSS2*.(D) Jitter plots of *ACE2* and *TMPRSS2*.(E) Confocal imaging of adult human islets stained with the antibodies against ACE2, INS, or GCG. Scale bar represents 10 μm.(F) Confocal imaging of adult human islets infected with SARS-CoV-2 (MOI = 0.01, 24 hpi) stained with antibodies against SARS-S, INS, or GCG. Scale bar represents 10 μm.(G) Scheme of viral inoculation in humanized mice.(H) Confocal imaging of human pancreatic endocrine xenografts with antibodies against ACE2, INS, or GCG. Scale bar represents 25 μm.(I and J) Confocal imaging (I) and quantification (J) of human pancreatic endocrine xenografts against LUC, INS, or GCG, at 24 hpi of SARS-CoV-2 pseudo-entry virus (1 × 10^4^ PFU) infection. Scale bar represents 25 μm.n = 3 independent biological replicates. Data were presented as mean ± STDEV. p values were calculated by unpaired two-tailed Student's t test. ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001. See also [Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Humanized mice carrying human pancreatic endocrine cells *in vivo* provide a unique platform for modeling COVID-19. In brief, hPSC-derived pancreatic endocrine cells were transplanted under the kidney capsule of SCID-beige mice ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}G). Two months after transplantation, the organoid xenograft was removed and examined for cellular identities. Consistent with *in vitro* culture, ACE2 can be detected in hPSC-derived INS^+^ beta cells and GCG^+^ alpha cells ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}H). Next, SARS-CoV-2 pseudo-entry virus was inoculated locally in xenografted mice (1 × 10^4^ PFU). At 24 hpi, the xenografts were removed and analyzed by immunohistochemistry. LUC was detected in the xenografts inoculated with virus, but not in mock-infected controls. Immunohistochemistry detected LUC in INS^+^ beta cells and GCG^+^ alpha cells ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}I and 2J), indicating these are both permissive to SARS-CoV-2 pseudo-entry virus infection *in vivo*.

SARS-CoV-2 Infection of Pancreatic Endocrine Cells Results in Robust Chemokine Induction Similar to What Is Seen in Autopsy Samples from COVID-19 Patients {#sec2.4}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To evaluate the cellular response of human pancreatic endocrine cells to SARS-CoV-2 infection, hPSC-derived pancreatic endocrine cells were infected with SARS-CoV-2 (USA-WA1/2020) at increasing MOIs (MOI = 0.01, 0.05, 0.1). Viral replication 24 hpi as measured by viral subgenomic (sg) N RNA levels was detected using qRT-PCR analysis ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} A). SARS-CoV-2 Spike protein was detected in both INS^+^ beta cells and GCG^+^ alpha cells by immunofluorescence staining ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B). A substantial number of SARS-S^+^INS^+^ cells (more than 50 for each field) and SARS-S^+^GCG^+^ cells (approximately 20 for each field) were detected in SARS-CoV-2-infected conditions ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C). Transcript profiling was then performed to compare mock and SARS-CoV-2-infected cells. Alignment of transcripts with the viral genome confirmed robust viral replication in hPSC-derived pancreatic endocrine cells ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}D). Principal component analysis (PCA) showed that mock and SARS-CoV-2-infected hPSC-derived pancreatic endocrine cell samples cluster separately ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}E). KEGG Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) comparing mock-infected with SARS-CoV-2-infected cells revealed the upregulation of pathways associated with viral infection, such as human cytomegalovirus infection, herpes simplex infection, human immunodeficiency virus 1 infection, Epstein-Barr virus infection, and hepatitis C. Interestingly, the insulin resistance pathway was also upregulated. The pathways associated with beta cell or alpha cell function, including calcium signaling pathways, glucagon signaling pathways, and metabolic pathways, were all downregulated in the virus-infected conditions ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}F, [Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These changes could be due either to increased cell death or loss of cellular identities. To distinguish these possibilities, we stained mock or SARS-CoV-2-infected hPSC-derived pancreatic endocrine cells with a cell apoptotic marker (CASP3) and cell type-specific markers (GCG for alpha cells and INS for beta cells). Both the percentage of CASP3^+^ cells in GCG^+^ cells and the percentage of CASP3^+^ cells in INS^+^ cells increased in SARS-CoV-2-infected cells ([Figures S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B and S3C), suggesting that the changed signaling pathway profiles in SARS-CoV-2-infected hPSC-derived endocrine cells is mainly due to increased cell apoptosis. In agreement with this, genes associated with apoptosis were upregulated while genes associated with cell survival were downregulated in SARS-CoV-2-infected hPSC-derived pancreatic endocrine cells ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D). As it is technically challenging to obtain pancreatic samples from COVID-19 patients, we compared transcript profiles from lung autopsy samples from healthy donors or COVID-19 patients and identified a robust upregulation of chemokines, including *CCL2, CXCL5*, and *CXCL6,* in the COVID-19 patient samples as has been described previously ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}G; [@bib2]). These and other chemokine and cytokine transcript levels were also upregulated in SARS-CoV-2-infected pancreatic endocrine cells compared to mock infected cells ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}H). Together, the data suggest that SARS-CoV-2-infected pancreatic endocrine cells show robust chemokine induction, which is similar to what is found in autopsy samples from COVID-19 patients.Figure 3RNA-Seq Analysis of hPSC-Derived Endocrine Cells after SARS-CoV-2 Virus Infection Reveals the Induction of Chemokine Expression, Similar to What Is Seen in Samples from Autopsies of COVID-19 Patients(A) qRT-PCR analysis of relative viral N sgRNA expression in hPSC-derived pancreatic endocrine cells infected with SARS-CoV-2 (MOI = 0.01, 0.05, 0.1) for 24 h. Viral N sgRNA levels were internally normalized to ACTB levels and different MOIs were compared relative to mock.(B and C) Confocal imaging (B) and quantification (C) of SARS-CoV-2-infected (MOI = 0.01, 24 hpi) hPSC-derived pancreatic endocrine cells stained for SARS-CoV-2 Spike protein, INS, or GCG. Scale bar represents 10 μm.(D) Read coverage of the SARS-CoV-2 genome in infected hPSC-derived pancreatic endocrine cells (MOI = 0.01, 24 hpi). Schematic denotes the SARS-CoV-2 genome.(E) PCA of differential gene expression from SARS-CoV-2-infected hPSC-derived pancreatic endocrine cells compared to mock infection.(F) KEGG gene set enrichment analysis of differential gene expression profiles from SARS-CoV-2-infected hPSC-derived pancreatic endocrine cells compared to mock infection.(G) Volcano plot analysis of differentially expressed genes from lung autopsies of healthy donors compared to COVID-19 patients. Individual genes denoted by gene name. Differentially expressed genes (p-adjusted value \< 0.05) with a log~2~ (Fold Change) \> 2 are indicated in red. Non-significant differentially expressed genes with a log~2~ (Fold Change) \> 2 are indicated in green.(H) Heatmap of chemokine transcript levels in SARS-CoV-2-infected hPSC-derived pancreatic endocrine cell cells compared to mock infection.n = 3 independent biological replicates. Data were presented as mean ± SD. p values were calculated by unpaired two-tailed Student's t test. ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001. See also [Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Adult Liver Hepatocyte and Cholangiocyte Organoids Are Permissive to SARS-CoV-2 Virus Infection and Show Similar Chemokine Responses for SARS-CoV-2 Infection as Seen in Autopsy Samples from COVID-19 Patients {#sec2.5}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The viral tropism analysis using hPSC-derived cells showed that hPSC-derived liver organoids are permissive to SARS-CoV-2 pseudo-entry virus infection ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}F). We next used human adult hepatocyte and cholangiocyte organoids to validate this finding. Adult primary human hepatocyte organoids were infected with SARS-CoV-2 pseudo-entry virus (MOI = 0.1). At 24 hpi, significantly increased LUC activity was detected in SARS-CoV-2 pseudo-entry virus-infected samples ([Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A) and LUC expression was detected in SARS-CoV-2 pseudo-entry virus-infected ALB^+^ hepatocytes but not mock-infected hepatocytes ([Figures S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B and S4C). Consistently, LUC expression was also detected in SARS-CoV-2 pseudo-entry virus-infected CK19^+^ cholangiocyte organoids but not mock-infected organoids at 24 hpi ([Figures S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D and S4E).

Adult primary human hepatocyte organoids were inoculated with SARS-CoV-2 (USA-WA1/2020, MOI = 0.1) and analyzed at 24 hpi. Analysis by qRT-PCR demonstrated robust SARS-CoV-2 infection as evidenced by high levels of viral sgRNA transcripts of the replicating viral RNA ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} A). This was confirmed at the protein level by immunostaining for SARS-CoV-2 Spike protein expression ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B). The percentage of SARS-S^+^ cells in the infected hepatocyte organoids was highly significant ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C). We were also able to generate primary human organoids comprised mostly of cholangiocytes. These organoids were also inoculated with SARS-CoV-2 (MOI = 0.1) and analyzed at 24 hpi. Analysis by qRT-PCR demonstrated robust SARS-CoV-2 infection ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D), which was confirmed by immunostaining ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}E), and the percentage of SARS-S^+^ cells in infected cholangiocyte organoids was also significant ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}F).Figure 4Adult Hepatocyte and Cholangiocyte Organoids Are Permissive to SARS-CoV-2 Virus Infection and Show a Similar Chemokine Response Compared to Autopsy Samples from COVID-19 Patients(A) qRT-PCR analysis of relative viral N sgRNA expression in adult human hepatocyte organoids infected with SARS-CoV-2 (MOI = 0.1) for 24 h. Viral N sgRNA levels were internally normalized to ACTB levels and depicted relative to mock.(B and C) Confocal imaging (B) and quantification (C) of adult human hepatocyte organoids at 24 hpi of SARS-CoV-2 virus infection (MOI = 0.1). Scale bar represents 50 μm.(D) qRT-PCR analysis of relative viral N sgRNA expression in adult human cholangiocyte organoids infected with SARS-CoV-2 (MOI = 0.1) for 24 h. Viral N sgRNA levels were internally normalized to ACTB levels and depicted relative to mock.(E and F) Confocal imaging (E) and quantification (F) of human cholangiocyte organoids at 24 hpi of SARS-CoV-2 virus infection (MOI = 0.1). Scale bar represents 50 μm.(G) Read coverage of the SARS-CoV-2 genome in infected human hepatocyte organoids at 24 hpi of SARS-CoV-2 virus infection (MOI = 0.1). Schematic denotes the SARS-CoV-2 genome.(H) Read coverage of the SARS-CoV-2 genome in infected adult human cholangiocyte organoids (donor 1 and donor 2) at 24 hpi of SARS-CoV-2 virus infection (MOI = 0.1). Schematic denotes the SARS-CoV-2 genome.(I and J) PCA (I) and volcano plot (J) analysis of differential expressed genes in SARS-CoV-2-infected human hepatocyte organoids compared to mock infection. Individual genes denoted by gene name. Differentially expressed genes (p-adjusted value \< 0.05) with a log~2~ (Fold Change) \> 2 are indicated in red. Non-significant differentially expressed genes with a log~2~ (Fold Change) \> 2 are indicated in green.(K) KEGG gene set enrichment analysis of transcript profiles from SARS-CoV-2-infected human hepatocyte organoids compared to mock infection.(L and M) PCA (L) and volcano plot (M) analysis of differential expressed genes in SARS-CoV-2-infected adult human cholangiocyte organoids (donor 1) compared to mock infection. Individual genes denoted by gene name.(N) KEGG gene set enrichment analysis of transcripts from SARS-CoV-2-infected adult human cholangiocyte organoids (donor 1) compared to mock infection.n = 3 independent biological replicates. Data were presented as mean ± SD. p values were calculated by unpaired two-tailed Student's t test. ^∗^p \< 0.05, ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001. See also [Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Transcript profiles were then compared between mock and SARS-CoV-2-infected human primary hepatocyte and cholangiocyte organoids. Alignment with the viral genome confirmed robust viral replication in both hepatocyte organoids ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}G) and cholangiocyte organoids ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}H). PCA showed significant distinction between mock infected and SARS-CoV-2-infected hepatocyte organoids ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}I). Volcano plots and heatmaps of differentially expressed genes in SARS-CoV-2-infected hepatocyte organoids revealed robust induction of chemokines, including *CXCL1, CXCL3, CXCL5, CXCL6*, and *CCL20*, and significant downregulation of key hepatocyte metabolic markers, such as *CYP7A1, CYP2A6, CYP1A2,* and *CYP2D6* ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}J and [S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}F). KEGG gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) comparing mock-infected with SARS-CoV-2-infected hepatocyte organoids revealed over-represented and upregulated pathways, including cytokine-cytokine receptor interaction, IL-17 signaling, chemokine signaling pathway, TNF signaling, and NF-κB signaling pathway, while cellular metabolism was largely downregulated ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}K, [Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

PCA also suggested that mock and SARS-CoV-2-infected cholangiocyte organoid transcript profiles clustered separately ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}L and [S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}G). Volcano plots and heatmap analysis of differentially expressed genes in SARS-CoV-2-infected cholangiocyte organoids revealed robust induction of chemokines, including *CXCL1, CXCL2, CXCL3,* and *CCL2* ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}M and [S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}H). Consistent with results using hepatocyte organoids, KEGG GSEA comparing mock infected with SARS-CoV-2-infected cholangiocyte organoids revealed the upregulation of inflammatory pathways, including cytokine-cytokine receptor interaction and IL-17 signaling ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}N, [Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which is consistent with previous findings in COVID-19 lung autopsy samples ([@bib13]).

Finally, qRT-PCR analysis of SARS-CoV-2-infected (MOI = 0.1) hPSC-derived cardiomyocytes, dopaminergic neurons, macrophages, microglia, and cortical neurons demonstrated high levels of viral sgRNA in cardiomyocytes ([Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}I) and dopaminergic neurons ([Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}J) and low or no level of viral sgRNA was detected in cortical neurons ([Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}K), microglia ([Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}L), and macrophages ([Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}M), consistent with data from pseudo-entry virus infections.

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

Although respiratory failure is the most common adverse outcome for COVID-19 patients, they often present with additional clinical complications involving the metabolic, cardiac, neurological, and gastrointestinal systems. Defining the tropism of SARS-CoV-2 is a first step toward understanding the pathology of SARS-CoV-2, which is critical for the development of anti-SARS-CoV-2 therapies. The most broadly used models for SARS-CoV-2 studies have been African green monkey-derived Vero cells or human cancer cell lines, which have clear limitations for modeling complex human organ systems. Therefore, the development of physiologically relevant human models to study SARS-CoV-2 infection is critically important. By developing a broad platform using system-wide human cell lineages and organoids, we discovered that pancreatic alpha and beta cells, liver organoids, cardiomyocytes, and dopaminergic neurons are permissive to SARS-CoV-2 virus infection using both pseudo-entry virus and live SARS-CoV-2 systems. One possible concern to using hPSC-derived cells for disease modeling is whether hPSC-derived cells can recapitulate the biology of SARS-CoV-2 infection in adults, since vertical infection of the fetus is not entirely clear ([@bib22]). Here, we used primary adult human islets to confirm the ACE2 expression profiles and the permissiveness of pancreatic alpha and beta cells to SARS-CoV-2 pseudo-entry virus and SARS-CoV-2 virus infection. In addition, adult liver organoids were used to confirm the permissiveness of hepatocytes and cholangiocytes to SARS-CoV-2 virus infection. The liver is susceptible to a variety of viral pathogens including hepatitis A, B, C, D, and E as well as atypical viruses such as herpes simplex virus family members along with cytomegalovirus ([@bib40]). Although human coronaviruses previously had not been considered to infect liver cells, our results are consistent with current COVID-19 clinical observations that more than 50% of patients have evidence of viral hepatitis ([@bib29]). Consistent with these results, SARS-CoV-2 virus was recently shown to infect liver ductal organoids which caused increased cell death ([@bib52]).

It is particularly interesting that human pancreatic beta cells are infected by SARS-CoV-2. Previous studies suggested that ACE2 is expressed in the human pancreas ([@bib49]). Using scRNA-seq and immunostaining, we showed that ACE2 is expressed in human adult alpha and beta cells. A number of studies support the hypothesis that viral infections play a causative role in Type 1 diabetes ([@bib43]), including enteroviruses ([@bib21]) such as Coxsackievirus B ([@bib1]; [@bib19]), as well as rotavirus ([@bib17]), mumps virus ([@bib18]), and cytomegalovirus ([@bib11]). Enterovirus isolates obtained from newly diagnosed type 1 diabetic patients could infect and induce destruction of human islet cells *in vitro* ([@bib10]). Here, we found that both hPSC-derived and adult human pancreatic beta cells are permissive to SARS-CoV-2 infection. A recent clinical study showed a strong correlation between COVID-19 and type 2 diabetes ([@bib55]). Closer monitoring of individuals with high risk for diabetes is needed to evaluate the contribution of SARS-CoV-2 in previously infected COVID-19 patients to progression toward type 1 or type 2 diabetes.

In summary, we generated a library of hPSC-derived cells/organoids, including pancreatic endocrine cells, liver organoids, endothelial cells, cardiomyocytes, macrophages, microglia, cortical neurons, and dopaminergic neurons, to evaluate the permissiveness of normal human cells to SARS-CoV-2 infection. The hPSC-derived hepatic and pancreatic cells were found to be permissive to SARS-CoV-2 infection, which was further validated using adult primary human islets, adult hepatic and cholangiocyte organoids, and a humanized mouse model. Transcript profiling after SARS-CoV-2 infection of hPSC-derived pancreatic endocrine cells and liver organoids revealed upregulation of chemokine expression, consistent with profiles of tissues obtained after autopsy of COVID-19 patients. Interestingly, several cell types expressing ACE2, such as endothelium, macrophages, and cortical neurons show low or no permissiveness to both SARS-CoV-2 pseudo-entry virus and SARS-CoV-2 virus, suggesting that factors besides ACE2 are also involved in viral entry (exemplified by the TMPRSS2 effector protein). The non-linear relationship between ACE2 and permissiveness to SARS-CoV-2 infection highlights the importance of using hPSC-derived primary-like cells instead of ACE2-overexpressing cells to study SARS-CoV-2 biology. Finally, this disease-relevant human cell/organoid-based platform can now be directly applied for drug screening and the evaluation of prospective anti-viral therapeutics.

Limitations of Study {#sec3.1}
--------------------

While our study demonstrated permissiveness of multiple cell types to SARS-CoV-2 virus, whether or not some of these cells are major targets of viral infection in COVID-19 will not be clear without more thorough analysis of primary patient-derived samples. We focused here on viral entry and to some extent replication, but there may be cell lineage differences for viral release and secondary infection that could next be explored. The cell and organoid-based platform described here is a first step toward modeling COVID-19 in human organ systems but is clearly simplified compared to fully functioning and interacting adult human organs. In the future, the platform can be expanded to generate more complex organoid models, including incorporation of immune system components that are currently missing from the analysis.

STAR★Methods {#sec4}
============

KEY RESOURCES TABLE {#sec4.1}
-------------------

REAGENT or RESOURCESOURCEIDENTIFIER**Antibodies**Polyclonal Guinea Pig Anti-InsulinDako\#A0564; RRID:[AB_10013624](nif-antibody:AB_10013624){#intref0010}Glucagon Rabbit AbCell Signaling\#2760; RRID:[AB_659831](nif-antibody:AB_659831){#intref0015}Polyclonal Rabbit Anti-SomatostatinDakoCat\#A0566; RRID:[AB_2688022](nif-antibody:AB_2688022){#intref0020}Human CD31/PECAM-1 AntibodyR&D SystemsCat\#AF806;\
RRID:[AB_355617](nif-antibody:AB_355617){#intref0025}APC anti-mouse/human CD11b AntibodyBiolegendCat\#101212; RRID:[AB_312795](nif-antibody:AB_312795){#intref0030}APC anti-human CD206 (MMR) AntibodyBiolegendCat\#321109; RRID:[AB_571884](nif-antibody:AB_571884){#intref0035}Anti-ACE2 antibodyAbcamCat\#ab15348-50UG; RRID:[AB_301861](nif-antibody:AB_301861){#intref0040}Human ACE-2 AntibodyR & D SystemsCat\#AF933; RRID:[AB_355722](nif-antibody:AB_355722){#intref0045}Firefly luciferase Monoclonal Antibody (CS 17)Thermo Fisher ScientificCat\#35-6700; RRID:[AB_2533218](nif-antibody:AB_2533218){#intref0050}Sarcomeric α-ActininAbcamCat\#ab137346Recombinant Anti-Firefly Luciferase antibodyAbcamCat\#ab185924Anti IBA-1 (rabbit)WakoCat\#019-19741; RRID:[AB_839504](nif-antibody:AB_839504){#intref0055}Anti SPI1 (PU.1) (mouse)BiolegendCat\#658002; RRID:[AB_2562720](nif-antibody:AB_2562720){#intref0060}Chicken polyclonal anti-MAP2AbcamCat\#ab5392; RRID:[AB_2138153](nif-antibody:AB_2138153){#intref0065}Goat polyclonal anti-FOXA2R&D SystemsCat\#AF2400; RRID:[AB_2294104](nif-antibody:AB_2294104){#intref0070}Mouse monoclonal anti-γ TubulinSigma AldrichCat\#T6557; RRID:[AB_477584](nif-antibody:AB_477584){#intref0075}Donkey anti-Mouse IgG (H+L) Highly Cross-Adsorbed Secondary Antibody, Alexa Fluor 488Thermo Fisher ScientificCat\#A-21202; RRID:[AB_141607](nif-antibody:AB_141607){#intref0080}Alexa Fluor 488 AffiniPure Donkey Anti-Guinea Pig IgG (H+L)Jackson Immunoresearch LabsCat\#706-545-148; RRID:[AB_2340472](nif-antibody:AB_2340472){#intref0085}Donkey anti-Mouse IgG (H+L) Highly Cross-Adsorbed Secondary Antibody, Alexa Fluor 594Thermo Fisher ScientificCat\#A-21203; RRID:[AB_2535789](nif-antibody:AB_2535789){#intref0090}Donkey anti-Rabbit IgG (H+L) Secondary Antibody, Alexa Fluor 594 conjugateThermo Fisher ScientificCat\#A-21207; RRID:[AB_141637](nif-antibody:AB_141637){#intref0095}Donkey anti-Rabbit IgG (H+L) Secondary Antibody, Alexa Fluor 647 conjugateThermo Fisher ScientificCat\#A-31573; RRID:[AB_2536183](nif-antibody:AB_2536183){#intref0100}Donkey anti-Mouse IgG (H+L) Secondary Antibody, Alexa Fluor 647Thermo Fisher ScientificCat\#A-31571; RRID:[AB_162542](nif-antibody:AB_162542){#intref0105}Donkey anti-Goat IgG (H+L) Cross-Adsorbed Secondary Antibody, Alexa Fluor 647Thermo Fisher ScientificCat\#A-21447; RRID:[AB_2535864](nif-antibody:AB_2535864){#intref0110}Donkey anti-Chicken IgG (H+L) Cross-Adsorbed Secondary Antibody, Alexa Fluor 488Jackson Immunoresearch LabsCat\#703-545-155; RRID:[AB_2340375](nif-antibody:AB_2340375){#intref0115}Donkey anti-Sheep IgG (H+L) Cross-Adsorbed Secondary Antibody, Alexa Fluor 647Thermo Fisher ScientificCat\#A-21448; RRID:[AB_10374882](nif-antibody:AB_10374882){#intref0120}DAPISanta CruzCat\#sc-3598**Chemicals**Y-27632MedchemExpress\#HY-10583CHIR99021Cayman Chemical\#13122SANT-1Sigma Aldrich\#S4572-25MGRetinoic acidSigma Aldrich\#R2625-500MGLDN 193189 hydrochloride - DM 3189 hydrochlorideAxon Medchem\#Axon 1509TPPBTocris Bioscience\#5343T3 hormoneSigma Aldrich\#T6397-100MGZinc sulfate heptahydrateSigma Aldrich\#Z0251-100GHeparin sodium salt from porcine intestinal mucosaSigma Aldrich\#H3149-1MUγ-Secretase Inhibitor XXMillipore\#565789-1MGALK5 Inhibitor IICayman Chemical\#14794L-Ascorbic acidSigma Aldrich\#A4544-100GR428MedchemExpress\#HY-15150N-acetyl-L-cysteineSigma Aldrich\#A9165-5GTroloxMillipore\#648471XAV939Cayman\# 13596IWPTocris\#3533dibutyryl cAMP (cAMP)Sigma Aldrich\#4043Poly(vinyl alcohol)Sigma Aldrich\#P8136L-Ascorbic acid 2-phosphate sesquimagnesium salt hydrateSigma Aldrich\#A8960SB431542R&D Systems\#1614/50Dorsomorphin dihydrochlorideR&D Systems\#3093/50IWP2R&D Systems\#3533/50DexamethasoneSigma-Aldrich\#D49028-Bromo-cAMPSigma-Aldrich\#B5386IBMXSigma-Aldrich\#I5879DAPTR&D Systems\#26341-ThioglycerolSigma Aldrich\#M6145**Growth factors**Activin AR&D Systems\#338-AC-500/CFRecombinant Human KGF (FGF-7) ProteinPeprotech\#100-19-500UGRecombinant Human bFGF ProteinPeprotech\#100-18B-500UGRecombinant Human BMP-4 ProteinR & D Systems\#314-BPRecombinant Human VEGF ProteinR&D Systems\#293-VE-500/CFRecombinant Human SCF ProteinR&D Systems\#7466-SC-100/CFRecombinant Human IL-6 ProteinR&D Systems\#206-IL-200/CFRecombinant Human IL-3 ProteinR&D Systems\#203-IL-050/CFRecombinant Human TPO ProteinR&D Systems\#288-TP-200/CFRecombinant Human M-CSF ProteinR&D Systems\#216-MC-025Brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BNDF)R&D Systems\#248-BDGlial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF)Peptrotech\#450-10Transforming growth factor type β3 (TGFβ3)R&D Systems\#243-B3DAPTR&D Systems\#2634Vitronectin (VTN-N)Thermo Fisher Scientific\#A14700SHH C25IIR&D Systems\#464-SHRecombinant Human FGF-10 ProteinR&D Systems\#345-FG-250Recombinant Human KGF/FGF-7 ProteinR&D Systems\#251-KG-01MRecombinant Human bFGFR&D Systems\#233-FB-500Recombinant Human HGF ProteinR&D Systems\#294-HGRecombinant Human OSM ProteinR&D Systems\#295-OM**Experimental Models: Cell Lines**Human: H9 (WA-09) hESC lineWiCell Research InstituteNIHhESC-10-0062hESC line H9Harvard University0022hESC line MEL-1University of Queensland0139hESC line H1Harvard University0014hESC line-RUES2The Rockefeller University0013293TATCC\#CRL-11268Vero E6ATCC\#CRL-1586**Culture Medium**StemFlexGIBCO Thermo Fisher\#A3349401MCDB 131 Medium, no glutamineThermo Fisher Scientific\#10372019STEMdiff™ APEL™2 MediumStem Cell Technologies\#05270Endothelial Cell Growth Medium MV2 (Ready-to-use)PromoCell\#C-22022mTeSR1 Complete KitStem Cell Technologies\#85850F12GIBCO Thermo Fisher\#31765035LipidsGIBCO Thermo Fisher\#11905031Penicillin-Streptomycin (5,000 U/mL)GIBCO Thermo Fisher\#15070063MEM Non-Essential Amino Acids Solution (100X)GIBCO Thermo Fisher\#11140050IMDMGIBCO Thermo Fisher\#21056023GlutaMAX SupplementThermo Fisher Scientific\#35050079ITS-XThermo Fisher Scientific\#51500056AccutaseStemCell Technologies, Inc.\# 07920ReleSRStemCell Technologies, Inc.\# 05872B27Thermo Fisher Scientific\# A3582801B27 minus insulinThermo Fisher Scientific\# A1895601MatrigelCorning\#354234Essential 8 (E8)Thermo Fisher Scientific\#A1517001NeurobasalLife Technologies\#21103-049N2 supplement-BStem Cell Technologies\#7156B27Life Technologies\#12587-010Poly-L-Ornithine (PO)Sigma Aldrich\#P3655Mouse Laminin I (LAM)R&D Systems\#3400-010-1DMEM/F12Thermo Fisher Scientific\# 10565018MonothioglycerolSigma Aldrich\#M6145Fibronectin (FN)Thermo Fisher Scientific\#356008**Experimental Models: Mouse models**SCID-beige miceThe Jackson LaboratoryN/A**Deposited Data**scRNA-seqthis paperGEO: [GSE147903](ncbi-geo:GSE147903){#intref0125}RNA-seqthis paperGEO: [GSE151803](ncbi-geo:GSE151803){#intref0130}**Software and Algorithms**Cell Ranger10X Genomics<https://support.10xgenomics.com/single-cell-gene-expression/software/overview/welcome>Scran[@bib25]<https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/scran.html>RstudioRstudio<https://rstudio.com>Seurat R package v3.1.4[@bib4]<https://satijalab.org/seurat/>DAVID6.8LHRI<https://david.ncifcrf.gov/home.jsp>Adobe illustrator CC2017Adobe<https://www.adobe.com/products/illustrator.html>Graphpad Prism 6Graphpad software<https://www.graphpad.com>ToppCell AtlasToppgene<https://toppgene.cchmc.org/>

Resource Availability {#sec4.2}
---------------------

### Lead Contact {#sec4.2.1}

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Shuibing Chen (<shc2034@med.cornell.edu>).

### Materials Availability {#sec4.2.2}

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

### Data and Code Availability {#sec4.2.3}

scRNA-seq data is available from the GEO repository database: [GSE147903](ncbi-geo:GSE147903){#intref0175}. RNA-seq data is available from the GEO repository database: [GSE151803](ncbi-geo:GSE151803){#intref0180}.

Method Details {#sec4.3}
--------------

### hPSC maintenance and pancreatic differentiation {#sec4.3.1}

Pancreatic endocrine cell differentiation was performed using *INS* ^*GFP/W*^ MEL-1 cells. Cells were cultured on Matrigel-coated 6-well plates in StemFlex medium (GIBCO Thermo Fisher). Cells were maintained at 37°C with 5% CO~2~. hESCs were differentiated using a previously reported strategy ([@bib50]). In brief, on day 0, cells were exposed to basal medium RPMI 1640 supplemented with 1 × Glutamax (Thermo Fisher Scientific), 50 μg/mL Normocin, 100 ng/mL Activin A (R&D systems), and 2 μM of CHIR99021 (GSK3β inhibitor 3, Cayman Chemical) for 24 h. The medium was changed on day 1 to basal RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 1 × Glutamax (Thermo Fisher Scientific), 50 μg/mL Normocin, 0.2% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Corning), 100 ng/mL Activin A (R&D systems) for 2 days. On day 3, the resulting definitive endoderm cells were cultured in MCDB 131 medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific) supplemented with 1.5 g/L sodium bicarbonate, 1 × Glutamax, 10 mM glucose (Sigma Aldrich) at final concentration, 2% bovine serum albumin (BSA, Lampire), 0.25 mM L-ascorbic acid (Sigma Aldrich) and 50 ng/mL of fibroblast growth factor 7 (FGF-7, Peprotech) for 2 days to acquire primitive gut tube. On day 5, the cells were induced to differentiate to posterior foregut in MCDB 131 medium supplemented with 2.5 g/L sodium bicarbonate, 1 × Glutamax, 10 mM glucose at final concentration, 2% BSA, 0.25 mM L-ascorbic acid, 50 ng/mL of FGF-7, 1 μM Retinoic acid (RA; Sigma Aldrich), 100 nM LDN193189 (LDN, Axon Medchem), 1:200 ITS-X (Thermo Fisher Scientific), 200 nM TPPB (Tocris Bioscience) and 0.25 μM SANT-1 (Sigma Aldrich) for 2 days. On day 7, the cells were induced to differentiate to pancreatic endoderm in MCDB 131 medium supplemented with 2.5 g/L sodium bicarbonate, 1 × Glutamax, 10 mM glucose at final concentration, 2% BSA, 0.25 mM L-ascorbic acid, 2 ng/mL of FGF-7, 0.1 μM RA, 200 nM LDN193189, 1:200 ITS-X, 100 nM TPPB and 0.25 μM SANT-1 for 3 days. On day 10, the cells were induced to differentiate to pancreatic endocrine precursors in MCDB 131 medium supplemented with 1.5 g/L sodium bicarbonate, 1 × Glutamax, 20 mM glucose at final concentration, 2% BSA, 0.05 μM RA, 100 nM LDN, 1:200 ITS-X, 0.25 μM SANT-1, 1 mM T3 hormone (Sigma Aldrich), 10 μM ALK5 inhibitor II (Cayman Chemical), 10 μM zinc sulfate heptahydrate (Sigma Aldrich) and 10 μg/mL of heparin (Sigma Aldrich) for 3 days. On day 13, cells were exposed to MCDB 131 medium supplemented with 1.5 g/L sodium bicarbonate, 1 × Glutamax, 20 mM glucose at final concentration, 2% BSA, 100 nM LDN193189, 1:200 ITS-X, 1 μM T3, 10 μM ALK5 inhibitor II, 10 μM zinc sulfate, 10 μg/mL of heparin, 100 nM gamma secretase inhibitor XX (Millipore) for the first 7 days. On day 27, cells were exposed to MCDB 131 medium supplemented with 1.5 g/L sodium bicarbonate, 1 × Glutamax, 20 mM glucose at final concentration, 2% BSA, 1:200 ITS-X, 1 μM T3, 10 μM ALK5 inhibitor II, 10 μM zinc sulfate heptahydrate, 10 μg/mL of heparin, 1 mM N-acetyl cysteine (Sigma Aldrich), 10 μM Trolox (Millipore), 2 μM R428 (MedchemExpress) for 7-15 days. The medium was subsequently refreshed every day. The protocol details are summarized in [Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A.

### hPSC liver differentiation {#sec4.3.2}

In brief, induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) were cultured in monolayers on Matrigel. Differentiation was achieved by sequential exposure to 100 ng/mL Activin A, 20 ng/mL BMP-4, 10 ng/mL bFGF and 20 ng/mL hepatocyte growth factor (HGF, R&D Systems) ([@bib38]). Cells at the hepatoblast stage were subsequently aggregated into spheroids and then exposed to continued 20 ng/mL HGF and 20 ng/mL oncostatin M (R&D Systems). The protocol details are summarized in [Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B.

### hPSC endothelial differentiation {#sec4.3.3}

To derive endothelial cells from hPSCs, we optimized a previously reported strategy ([@bib14]). Briefly, hESC line H1 were passaged onto Matrigel-coated 6-well plates in StemFlex medium with an additional 10 ng/mL of bFGF. After 1 day, culture medium was changed to StemDiff APEL medium (STEMCELL Technologies) with an additional of 6 μm CHIR99021 for 2 days. Then, cells were cultured in StemDiff APEL medium with an additional of 25 ng/mL BMP-4, 10 ng/mL bFGF and 50 ng/mL VEGF (R&D Systems) for another two days. On day 4, cells were dissociated with Accutase (Innovative Cell Technologies) and reseeded onto p100 culture dishes in EC Growth Medium MV2 (Promocell) with an additional 50 ng/mL VEGF for 4-6 days. Finally, endothelial cells were generated and passaged every 3-5 days in EC Growth Medium MV2 with an additional 50 ng/mL VEGF. The protocol details are summarized in [Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C.

### hPSC cardiomyocyte differentiation {#sec4.3.4}

For monolayer-based cardiomyocyte (CM) differentiation, hPSCs were passaged at density of 3x10^5^ cells/well of 6-well plate and grown for 48 h to 90% confluence in the humidified incubator with 5% CO~2~ at 37°C. On day 0, the medium was replaced with RPMI 1640 supplemented with B27 without insulin and 6 μM CHIR99021. On day 2, the medium was changed to RPMI 1640 supplemented with B27 without insulin for 24 h. Day 3, medium was refreshed to RPMI 1640 supplemented with B27 without insulin and 5 μM XAV939 for another 48 h. On day 5, the medium was changed back to RPMI-B27 without insulin for 48 h, and then switched to RPMI 1640 plus normal B27 for another 48 h. On day 9, the medium was transiently changed to RPMI 1640-B27 without D-glucose for two days to allow metabolic purification of CMs. From that day on, fresh RPMI 1640-B27 was changed every two days. On day 30, cells were dissociated with Accutase at 37°C followed by resuspending with fresh RPMI 1640-B27 plus Y-27632 and reseeding into 96-well plates. After 24 h, medium was switched to RMPI 1640-B27 without Y-27632 for following virus infection tests. The protocol details are summarized in [Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D.

### hPSC macrophage differentiation {#sec4.3.5}

We derived macrophages from hESC line H9 and adapted a previously reported protocol ([@bib5]). First, H9 cells were lifted with ReLeSR (STEMCELL Technologies) as small clusters onto Matrigel-coated 6-well plates at low density. On day 0, IF9S medium was supplemented with 50 ng/mL BMP-4, 15 ng/mL Activin A and 1.5 μm CHIR99021. On day 2, medium was refreshed with IF9S medium with 50 ng/mL VEGF, 50 ng/mL bFGF, 50 ng/mL SCF (R&D Systems) and 10 μm SB431542 (Cayman Chemical). On day 5 and day 7, medium was changed into IF9S with 50 ng/mL IL-6 (R&D Systems), 12 ng/mL IL-3 (R&D Systems), 50 ng/mL VEGF, 50 ng/mL bFGF, 50 ng/mL SCF and 50 ng/mL TPO (R&D Systems). On day 9, cells were dissociated with TrypLE (Life Technologies) and resuspended in IF9S medium with 50 ng/mL IL-6, 12 ng/mL IL-3 and 80 ng/mL M-CSF (R&D Systems) onto low attachment plates. On day 13 and day 15, medium was changed and supplemented with 50 ng/mL IL-6, 12 ng/mL IL-3 and 80 ng/mL M-CSF to generate monocytes. After day 15, monocytes were seeded onto normal plates and cultured in IF9S medium supplemented with 80ng/mL M-CSF for 4 days. All differentiation steps were cultured under normoxic conditions at 37°C, 5% CO~2~. The protocol details are summarized in [Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}E.

### hPSC microglia differentiation {#sec4.3.6}

hESC line H9 was used for microglial differentiation. For microglial differentiation, hESCs were harvested using Accutase and plated on Matrigel-coated dishes at low density in E8 medium supplemented with Y-27632, Activin A, BMP-4 and CHIR99021, followed by WNT-inhibition. On day 2, bFGF was added to the medium. On day 3, cells were dissociated and passaged at low density on Matrigel-coated dishes in E6 medium supplemented with VEGF, bFGF and Y-27632. On day 4, Y-27632 was removed from medium. For the four following days, a cocktail was used of E6 containing the following cytokines/growth factors: VEGF, bFGF, SCF, IL-6, TPO, IL-3. Then, round cells were harvested from the culture between day 10-14 and replated on tissue culture treated plastic dishes in RPMI medium supplemented with 10% FBS, M-CSF, IL-34. Maturation was achieved over 4-8 weeks of culture. The protocol details are summarized in [Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}F.

### hPSC cortical and dopamine neuron differentiation {#sec4.3.7}

Cortical and mDA differentiation were performed using H9 hESCs. hESCs were grown on VTN-N (Thermo Fisher Scientific)-coated 6-well plates in E8-essential medium. Cells were maintained at 37°C, 5% CO~2~. hESCs were differentiated with an optimized protocol from a previously reported study ([@bib54]).

### Adult liver organoid culture {#sec4.3.8}

Human hepatocytes and human nonparenchymal fractions were obtained from the Liver Tissue Cell Distribution System (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania) funded by (R01-DK-7-0004/HHSN26700700004C). Human liver tissue was digested to obtain cellular fractions. 2,500 cells were mixed 1:1 with Matrigel and placed at the bottom of a 6-well plate. 5 drops per well were added and then incubated for 5 min at 37°C. Medium was used that contained DMEM/F12 supplemented with 1:50 B27 supplement (without vitamin A), 1:100 N2 supplement, 1 mM N-acetylcysteine, 10% (vol/vol) Rspo1-conditioned medium, 10 mM nicotinamide, 10 nM recombinant human \[Leu15\]-gastrin I, 50 ng/mL recombinant human EGF, 100 ng/mL recombinant human FGF-10, 25 ng/mL recombinant human HGF, 10 μM Forskolin and 5 μM A83-01. Medium was changed every 3-4 days and cultures split at about 14 days after initial plating with following split every 5-7 days.

### Human islets {#sec4.3.9}

The pancreatic organs were obtained from the local organ procurement organization under the United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS). The islets were isolated in the Human Islet Core at University of Pennsylvania following the guidelines of Clinical Islet Transplantation consortium protocol ([@bib34]). Briefly, the pancreas was digested following intraductal injection of Collagenase & Neutral Protease in Hanks' balanced salt solution. Liberated islets were then purified on continuous density gradients (Cellgro/Mediatech) using the COBE 2991 centrifuge and cultured in CIT culture media and kept in a humidified 5% CO~2~ incubator.

### Cell Lines {#sec4.3.10}

HEK293T (human \[*Homo sapiens*\] fetal kidney) and Vero E6 (African green monkey \[*Chlorocebus aethiops*\] kidney) were obtained from ATCC (<https://www.atcc.org/>). Cells were cultured in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% FBS and 100 I.U./mL penicillin and 100 μg/mL streptomycin. All cell lines were incubated at 37°C with 5% CO~2~.

### SARS-CoV-2-Pseudo-Entry Viruses {#sec4.3.11}

Recombinant Indiana VSV (rVSV) expressing SARS-CoV-2 spikes was generated as previously described ([@bib28]; [@bib47]; [@bib51]). HEK293T cells were grown to 80% confluency before transfection with pCMV3-SARS-CoV2-spike (kindly provided by Dr. Peihui Wang, Shandong University, China) using FuGENE 6 (Promega). Cells were cultured overnight at 37°C with 5% CO2. The next day, the medium was removed and VSV-G pseudotyped ΔG-luciferase (G^∗^ΔG-luciferase, Kerafast) was used to infect the cells in DMEM at an MOI of 3 for 1 h before washing the cells with 1X DPBS three times. DMEM supplemented with 2% FBS and 100 I.U. /mL penicillin and 100 μg/mL streptomycin was added to the infected cells and they were cultured overnight as described above. The next day, the supernatant was harvested and clarified by centrifugation at 300xg for 10 min before aliquoting and storing at −80°C.

### SARS-CoV-2 entry virus infections {#sec4.3.12}

To assay pseudo-typed virus infection, cells were seeded in 96 well plates. Pseudo-typed virus was added at the indicated MOI. At 2chpi, the infection medium was replaced with fresh medium. At 24chpi, cells were harvested for luciferase assays or immunohistochemistry analyses. For liver organoids, organoids were seeded in 24-well plates, pseudo-typed virus was added and centrifuged the plate at 1200 g, 1 h. At 24chpi, organoids were fixed for immunohistochemistry or harvested for luciferase assay following the Luciferase Assay System protocol (E1501, Promega).

### SARS-CoV-2 Virus infections {#sec4.3.13}

SARS-CoV-2, isolate USA-WA1/2020 (NR-52281) was deposited by the Center for Disease Control and Prevention and obtained through BEI Resources, NIAID, NIH. SARS-CoV-2 was propagated in Vero E6 cells in DMEM supplemented with 2% FBS, 4.5 g/L D-glucose, 4 mM L-glutamine, 10 mM Non-Essential Amino Acids, 1 mM Sodium Pyruvate and 10 mM HEPES as described previously ([@bib2]).

SARS-CoV-2 infections of hPSC-derived cells/organoids were performed in the respective cell/organoid growth media at the indicated MOIs for 24 h at 37°C. At 24 hpi, cells were washed three times with PBS. For RNA analysis cells were lysed in TRIzol (Invitrogen). For immunofluorescence staining cells were fixed in 4% formaldehyde for 24 h at room temperature.

All work involving live SARS-CoV-2 was performed in the CDC/USDA-approved BSL-3 facility of the Global Health and Emerging Pathogens Institute at the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai in accordance with institutional biosafety requirements.

### Xenograft formation {#sec4.3.14}

hESCs-dervied endocrine cells were resuspended in 40 μL Matrigel and transplanted under the kidney capsule of 6 to 8 week old male SCID-beige mice. Two months post-transplantation, SARS-CoV-2 pseudo-entry virus was inoculated locally at 1x10^4^ PFU. At 24 hpi, the mice were euthanized and used for immunohistochemistry analysis.

### Immunohistochemistry {#sec4.3.15}

Histology on tissues from mice was performed on frozen sections from xenografts. Tissues were fixed in 10% buffered formalin and transferred to 30% sucrose, followed by snap freezing in O.C.T (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA). Living cells in culture were directly fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 25 min, followed with 15 min permeabilization in 0.1% Triton X-100. For immunofluorescence, cells or tissue sections were immuno-stained with primary antibodies at 4°C overnight and secondary antibodies at RT for 1 h. The information for primary antibodies and secondary antibodies is provided in [Table S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Nuclei were counterstained by DAPI.

### qRT-PCR {#sec4.3.16}

Total RNA samples were prepared from cells/organoids and DNase I treated using TRIzol and Direct-zol RNA Miniprep Plus kit (Zymo Research) according to the manufacturer's instructions. To quantify viral replication, measured by the expression of sgRNA transcription of the viral N gene, one-step quantitative real-time PCR was performed using SuperScript III Platinum SYBR Green One-Step qRT-PCR Kit (Invitrogen) with primers specific for the TRS-L and TRS-B sites for the N gene as well as ACTB as an internal reference. Quantitative real-time PCR reactions were performed on a LightCycler 480 Instrument II (Roche). Delta-delta-cycle threshold (ΔΔCT) was determined relative to ACTB levels and normalized to mock infected samples. Error bars indicate the standard deviation of the mean from three biological replicates. The sequences of primers/probes are provided in [Table S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

### Human islet sample sequencing and gene expression UMI counts matrix generation {#sec4.3.17}

The 10X libraries were sequenced on the Illumina NextSeq500 sequencer. The sequencing data were primarily analyzed by the 10X cellranger pipeline (v3.0.2) in two steps. In the first step, cellranger *mkfastq* demultiplexed samples and generated fastq files; and in the second step, cellranger *count* aligned fastq files to the 10X pre-built human reference genome (GRCh38 v3.0.0) and extracted gene expression UMI counts matrix.

### Single-cell RNA-seq data analysis {#sec4.3.18}

We filtered cells with less than 300 or more than 6000 genes detected as well as cells with mitochondria gene content greater than 15%, and used the remaining cells (3990, 5594 and 6563 cells for the three samples) for downstream analysis. We normalized the gene expression UMI counts using a deconvolution strategy implemented by the R scran package (v.1.14.1). In particular, we pre-clustered cells using the *quickCluster* function; we computed size factor per cell within each cluster and rescaled the size factors by normalization between clusters using the *computeSumFactors* function; we normalized the UMI counts per cell by the size factors and took a logarithm transform using the *normalize* function. We further normalized the UMI counts across samples using the *multiBatchNorm* function in the R batchelor package (v1.2.1). We identified highly variable genes using the *FindVariableFeatures* function in the R Seurat (v3.1.0) ([@bib39]), and selected the top 3000 variable genes after excluding mitochondria genes, ribosomal genes and dissociation-related genes. The list of dissociation-related genes was originally built on mouse data ([@bib42]); we converted them to human ortholog genes using Ensembl BioMart. We aligned the three samples based on their mutual nearest neighbors (MNNs) using the *fastMNN* function in the R batchelor package, this was done by performing a principal component analysis (PCA) on the highly variable genes and then correcting the principal components (PCs) according to their MNNs. We selected the corrected top 50 PCs for downstream visualization and clustering analysis. We ran UMAP dimensional reduction using the *RunUMAP* function in the R Seurat package with the number of neighboring points setting to 35 and training epochs setting to 1000. We clustered cells into thirteen clusters by constructing a shared nearest neighbor graph and then grouping cells of similar transcriptome profiles using the *FindNeighbors* function and *FindClusters* function (resolution set to 0.1) in the R Seurat package. We identified marker genes for each cluster by performing differential expression analysis between cells inside and outside that cluster using the *FindMarkers* function in the R Seurat package. After reviewing the clusters, we merged them into nine clusters representing nine cell types (acinar cells, ductal cells, beta cells, alpha cells, mesenchymal cells, delta cells, pp cells, endothelial cells and immune cells) for further analysis. We re-identified marker genes for the merged nine clusters and selected top 10 positive marker genes per cluster for heatmap plot using the *DoHeatmap* function in the R Seurat package. The rest plots were generated using the R ggplot2 package.

### Human studies {#sec4.3.19}

For RNA analysis, tissue was acquired from four deceased COVID19 human subjects during autopsy and processed in TRIZOL. Tissue samples were provided from Weill Cornell Department of Pathology. The uninfected human lung samples were similarly obtained. The Tissue Procurement Facility operates under Institutional Review Board (IRB) approved protocol and follows guidelines set by HIPAA. Experiments using samples from human subjects were conducted in accordance with local regulations and with the approval of the institutional review board at the Weill Cornell Medicine under protocol 20-04021814.

### RNA-Seq before and following viral infections {#sec4.3.20}

Organoid infections were performed at the described MOI in DMEM supplemented with 0.3% BSA, 4.5 g/L D-glucose, 4 mM L-glutamine and 1 μg/mL TPCKtrypsin and harvested 24 hpi. Total RNA was extracted in TRIzol (Invitrogen) and DNase I treated using Direct-zol RNA Miniprep Plus kit (Zymo Research) according to the manufacturer's instructions. RNaseq libraries of polyadenylated RNA were prepared using the TruSeq Stranded mRNA Library Prep Kit (Illumina) according to the manufacturer's instructions and sequenced on an Illumina NextSeq 500 platform. The resulting single end reads were checked for quality (FastQC v0.11.5) and processed using the Digital Expression Explorer 2 (DEE2) ([@bib56]) workflow. Adaptor trimming was performed with Skewer (v0.2.2) ([@bib20]). Further quality control done with Minion, part of the Kraken package ([@bib8]). The resultant filtered reads were mapped to human reference genome GRCh38 using STAR aligner ([@bib9]) and gene-wise expression counts generated using the "-quantMode GeneCounts" parameter. BigWig files were generated using the bamCoverage function in deepTools2 (v.3.3.0) ([@bib33]).

After further filtering and quality control, R package edgeR ([@bib35]) was used to calculate RPKM and Log2 counts per million (CPM) matrices as well as to perform differential expression analysis. Principal component analysis was performed using Log2 CPM values and gene set analysis was run with WebGestalt ([@bib24]). Heatmaps and bar plots were generated using Graphpad Prism software, version 7.0d.

Quantification and Statistical Analysis {#sec4.4}
---------------------------------------

N = 3 independent biological replicates were used for all experiments unless otherwise indicated. n.s. indicates a non-significant difference. *P*-values were calculated by unpaired two-tailed Student's t test unless otherwise indicated. ^∗^p \< 0.05, ^∗∗^p \< 0.01 and ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001.
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